
KOPE IS A HIGH ANALYSIS LIQUID POTASSIUM (K) FERTILISER FOR  
USE WHEN K IS DEFICIENT. KOPE ALSO ASSISTS TURFGRASS IN  

COPING WITH HIGH STRESS CONDITIONS
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C O N T E N T S

ANALYSIS
30% Potassium (K) as a Citrate Complex

0 : 0 : 30



KOPE DIRECTIONS FOR USE
SITUATION RATE COMMENTS

Golf Greens,
Courts, Lawns etc.

200-500 ml in 6-10 litres 
 of water per 100m2

Product is suitable for increasing Potassium levels and 
hardening the leaf during stress periods. Use the higher 
rates when a potassium deficiency exists. Irrigate off the 
leaf after application. NOTE - High rates of potassium 
may cause temporary leaf discoloration. In sensitive areas 
apply the lowest rates and repeat in 7-10 days.

Bowling Greens 3-6 Litres in a minimum of 300 
litres of water

Fairways, Playing Fields, 
Parks etc.

20-50 Litres in 600-1000  
litres of water per Ha

MIXING:
Fill spray vessel with half the required volume of water. Shake container of Kope and add required 
amount to spray tank while agitating. Add remaining water to the spray tank. Continue agitating during 
application. Wash out spray tank, including nozzles, immediately after use.

COMPATIBILITY:
Kope can be tank mixed with any of the CoRoN range of controlled release nitrogen products and with 
most soluble straight fertilizers and trace elements. Kope is compatible with some of the commonly used 
pesticides registered for use on turf. As formulations of pesticides are constantly changing it is important 
that the user conduct mixing tests prior to applying any mixtures of this product with pesticides.

IMPORTANT: This product is alkaline and may cause alkaline hydrolysis of some pesticides, reducing their effectiveness. The spray 
solution should be buffered before mixing with susceptible products. Some bubbling and emission of carbon dioxide may occur 
if this product is mixed with acidic fertilizers (such as sulphates). This will not impact on the product’s effectiveness. If bubbling 
occurs when mixing with a pesticide or other chemicals, the mixture is not compatible and should not be used.
NOTICE:  This product is designed only for the particular purposes indicated on the label.  Failure to use the product strictly as directed 
may be illegal, prove dangerous and render the product ineffective.  The buyer or user is responsible for any misuse or negligence in the 
handling, storage, use of or disposal of this material.  Barmac pty ltd will not accept any responsibility whatsoever and howsoever arising 
and whether for consequential loss or otherwise in conjunction with the supply and use of this product other than those responsibilities 
mandatorily imposed by statutes applicable to the sale and supply of these goods.
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